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Bucks Archaeological Society was formed in 1848, since
when it has been concerned with the archaeology,
architecture, historic landscape, and local history of the
historic county. This covers the areas governed by two local
authorities, the councils of Buckinghamshire and Milton
Keynes. We are just as concerned about the present as the
past: our members are active in assessing the impact that the
HS2 and the Oxford-Cambridge Express Way will have on the
county’s historic buildings and landscapes. The County
Museum, Aylesbury is a historic building in shared ownership
between the Society and the Council, and it is there that the
Society’s comprehensive library and archive collection is
housed, along with the collection curated by BAS since its
founding over 170 years ago. For details of how to join the
Society, visit our membership page on the website,

CONTACTS
Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society,
County Museum, Church Street, Aylesbury,
HP20 2QP
Website:
http://bas1/org.uk
Telephone:
01296 397200
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Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society AGM
The President’s Address
A summary from Julian Hunt’s PowerPoint presentation given
at the AGM virtual meeting on 12th September.
As 2020 was such an unusual year, and this was the first virtual
Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society AGM, Julian Hunt gave his
presidential remarks via Powerpoint, reviewing his 30-year
association with the Society. He explained how he had come to
Buckinghamshire as the first Local Studies Librarian employed by
Buckinghamshire County Library and
how he had attended his first BAS
lecture in the Autumn of 1988. The
Society was then dominated by three
men, Elliott Viney, Bob Hagerty and
Arnold Baines. Elliott Viney was BAS
Secretary 1954-79 and President from
1979-98. He was a director of Hazell
Watson & Viney, the printing company
Elliott Viney
which was the biggest employer in
Aylesbury. He had been High Sheriff of
Buckinghamshire in 1964 and
was very well connected in the
County. It was an honour to be
summoned to his house in
Quainton to receive a donation
to the Library or to discuss
lectures to the Society. Bob
Hagerty had worked at the
Rocket Propulsion Department
Robert Hagerty
at Westcott and was BAS
Secretary from 1984-97. His
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charming wife Kathleen had an educated
Scottish accent and was a centre of good
conversation at BAS talks and outings.
Arnold Baines had been a government
statistician and was an expert on AngloSaxon England.
At BAS Council meetings, he would
invariably embark on some learned
discourse which the Chairman was too
polite to curtail. In 1995, he involved Julian,
Arnold Baines
Norman Saving and Ted Bull in walking the
boundary of Winslow, Granborough and
Little Horwood, following the directions in an Anglo-Saxon
perambulation recently discovered in the Royal Library in Brussels.
Julian’s first lecture to BAS was on the enclosure of Winslow to
which Elliott Viney gave an encouraging vote of thanks. For
subsequent talks Elliott lent Julian many of his excellent slides
which are now in the Buckinghamshire Archives. Julian showed two
photographs of the audience at a BAS lecture dating from about
2000. He explained that the room was packed with members who
knew their County and expected a high standard of erudition from
their speakers. He was soon invited to lead BAS outings, usually an
informal walk around a Buckinghamshire town. He went on many
outings, ably organised by George Lamb who was himself a very
good speaker. Julian recalled him lecturing about the social history
of the County and having several members in tears at the graphic
illustrations of poverty in 19th century Buckinghamshire. Julian
recalled many outings led by Peter and Diana Gulland where
complex landscapes were explained in such an easy manner.
Julian highlighted the contribution to BAS of Professor Bill Mead,
President from 2000-8. He too was a very good speaker and Julian
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admitted that he had offered to drive him home after a lecture purely
in order to interrogate him further about ridge and furrow in Europe.
Bill Mead’s boyhood diaries are now in the BAS Library and reveal
that his parents allowed him to go to Aylesbury’s theatre and cinema
several times a week, often to see shows which were quite
unsuitable for a 12-year old. No doubt Bill Mead was so bright that
he could afford to neglect his homework to this extent.
Julian celebrated the work of his predecessor as President, Richard
Gem. He showed photographs of the 2006 open day at the deserted
village of Quarrendon, near Aylesbury, a project which Richard
continues to lead. Julian also commended the work of Mike Farley,
who he first met in
1988 when Mike was
the County
Archaeologist. He
showed a photograph
of Mike with Chairman,
Peter Marsden, and
guest speaker, Alison
L-R: Mike Farley, Alison Doggett, Peter
Doggett, at the 2015
Marsden, and Julian Hunt
HS2 Conference at
Weston Turville. He closed with a photograph of the BAS 170th
Anniversary Exhibition outside the Next store in Milton Keynes
Shopping Centre. Julian had suggested that Mike left the
celebration until 2022 when the Society would be 175 years old – a
more significant landmark, he thought – but Mike was determined to
go ahead and organised a very full programme of exhibitions and
well-attended meetings at High Wycombe, Great Missenden and
Buckingham. Julian reminded Mike (who was out of internet range
in Northumberland on 12 September) that there were only two years
to go before BAS 175.
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The Society’s Extraordinary 2020

The Chair’s Contribution to the 2020 AGM
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Peter Marsden

Buckinghamshire’s Heritage Portal
General BAS news, Local history
The new County Council have launched the long awaited
update to the online Heritage Portal for Buckinghamshire.
The new online service has a current search engine and is
linked directly to the HER database – so new entries are
available via the portal immediately.
Access the new portal from the BAS website:
https://bas1.org.uk/category/local-history
Doug Stuckey
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Active Archaeology Group Report
The AAG is pleased to report that things are slowly beginning to
happen again.
Great Linford Manor Milton Keynes
On the recommendation of Nick Crank, we have been asked by the
Friends of Great Linford Manor to do some work building on
investigations done in 2019 by Cotswold Archaeology. Great Linford
Manor is privately owned; the adjoining park now owned by MK
Council was part of the manorial estate. Much of the area was
surrounded by a ha-ha, now only visible as a shallow ditch, which
the owner of the manor is keen to restore, to create a better visual
experience for visitors. Cotswold put in several trenches over
various features shown on an earlier geophysical survey, including
one over part of the ha-ha, which demonstrated that while the top of
the wall had collapsed, the main part was still in good condition. The
ditch fill yielded two fragments of Saxon pottery and a number of
post-medieval fragments. Neither Cotswold nor MK Council want to
do further work on the ha-ha, but the Manor owner, and the Friends
group are keen to make it attractive to visitors.
The AAG plans – weather and Covid-19 permitting – to put a further
three trenches across the ha-ha, to assess the state of the wall, and
to see what else there may be in the ditch fill. We hope to start this
work in the second half
The Ha-Ha
of September, and
assuming restoration
goes ahead, we hope to
be able to have a
atching brief while that
is done.
Coleshill Common
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We have been approached by the management group for Coleshill
Common to ask if we would be interested in exploring one of two
middens on the Common (where there are also many filled-in pits
used for clay extraction for pottery).
As there is said to be a lot of modern rubbish on the site, which
gives rise to health and safety concerns, we are planning a site visit
before we make a decision as to whether or not we will do anything
further.
Autumn/Winter Evening Meetings
Our Autumn/Winter programme normally starts in September, but in
view of the uncertainty around Covid-19 we did not arrange a
September meeting. It seems almost certain that the meetings we
have arranged will need to be conducted via Zoom, and the
speakers already booked have agreed to this (though some would
prefer a ‘real’ meeting)
Thurs. 8th Oct Bob Zeepvat ‘From Trowel to Text: getting your
discoveries in print’
Thurs 12th Nov Edward Biddulph (Oxford Archaeology): ‘Counting
chickens before they hatched - eggs and other discoveries at
Roman Berryfields near Aylesbury’
Thurs 10th Dec – should be our Christmas Social and Round-up of
our projects – this may not work via Zoom, so may be cancelled.
Thurs 14th Jan Doug Stuckey was planning on telling us ‘More
tales from the Cairngorms’, but as he didn’t get further north than
Stirling, the title may need modification.
Thurs 11th Feb Stuart King ‘The Archaeology of Chilterns Chair
Making’. This talk has had to be postponed twice. We have not
booked any speakers beyond these dates until the situation
becomes clearer

Pauline Hey
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RECORDS OF BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
EDITOR’S REPORT

Records 60 has now been distributed, and pdf offprints have been
sent to contributors. There is no shortage of material for the next
volume: I have received a further two articles and three short notes.
To date I have sufficient content for a 304-page volume – my upper
target figure for future volumes – with sufficient material promised
for possibly one-third of the next volume.
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Articles Received to date (# indicates developer-funded paper):
Allen, Prehistoric and Romano-British Activity along the A355
Beaconsfield Eastern Relief Road
#Atkins, Two Late Neolithic Ring Ditches, a Middle to Late Iron Age
Farmstead and a Roman Stone Mausoleum at Areas 7, 8 & 9,
Passenham Quarry, Calverton, Milton Keynes
Clare, Morris et al, Iron Age/Roman Pastoral Field System on Land
at Buckingham Road, Steeple Claydon
Edwards/CVAHS, Excavations at Whelpley Hill Earthwork, 20132016
Fowkes/AiM, Investigations at Warren Wood, Little Marlow, June
2014 - October 2018
Hunn/CVAHS, Investigation of a Fourteenth-Century Pottery Kiln
and a late Medieval Tile Kiln at Brill Magistrates Court
Lloyd-Smith et al, Late Iron Age and Roman Activity in the middle
Ouzel Valley: Excavations at Land East of Fenny Road, Stoke
Hammond
Marshall, The Annual Round at Quarrendon in the Years Around
1400
Moosbauer, A Medieval Hamlet at Castlethorpe Road, Hanslope,
MK: Archaeological Investigations in 2018
Nowak & Rusk, Expanding the Market: Excavation of the Medieval
Borough Boundary and Burgage Plots at Summerhouse Hill,
Buckingham
Pickup, "The Age is Cold", Generosity to the Needy in SeventeenthCentury Dinton
Teague et al, A Bronze Age Cremation Cemetery and RomanoBritish Enclosure at Glebelands, Broughton, Milton Keynes
Notes Received to date:
Biddulph, Prehistoric and Roman Activity at Berryfields: a Summary
Ford, Buckinghamshire during the Peasants' Revolt of 1381
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Hurman, A Decorated Mug from Haddenham
Promised Articles (titles may not be accurate):
Farley, Mesolithic Misbourne
Gem, Quarrendon from the Norman Conquest to the 14th century
Gibbons, Edmund Peckham
Quinaut, The Grenvilles
Rutherford, Bucks Gardens Trust Annual Roundup
The Rest
In addition to all the above, I have received one book review (Fleet
Marston excavation) and obituaries for Paul Woodfield and Dr
Richard Ivens. To add to all this, there will be the annual
archaeological summaries (I have recently chased these up with the
relevant contractors), and of course the annual reports from Society
officers, County Museum, Bucks & MK Archaeological Services, etc.
With regard to the officers’ reports, in recent years a few have
begun to become rather long: it would be much appreciated if these
could be kept brief and succinct, so as to free up more space for
articles and notes.
In my last report to Council, I stated that we would be transferring
our typesetting to a new firm, in order to save money. I am now
pleased to report that we will be retaining our original typesetter,
Paul Medcalf of Avocet, who has offered to match the price quoted
by his erstwhile replacements. Paul has worked on Records with
Mike Farley and myself for nearly twenty years: I have built up a
good working relationship with him and am relieved that this will
continue for the foreseeable future.
Bob Zeepvat
Joint Editor, Records of Bucks
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Distribution of Records of Bucks 60
The 2020 volume of Records of Bucks (volume 60) had
been received from the printers before the Covid1lockdown. Mike Farley and I moved these from the
Muniment Room at the County Museum to Mike’s
house on the Tuesday, two days before the Museum
was closed down. Mike then organised a dozen
volunteer members to deliver copies in
Buckinghamshire by hand. More than 220 copies were
delivered in this way, with almost a hundred of these
being delivered by Mike himself, who rode far and wide
across the county on his bicycle. We owe him a debt of
gratitude.
I took over in June and July to send the remaining
copies by post: first to addresses outside the county in
June, then to those in Bucks whose addresses had
either proved too remote from the volunteers or where
delivery by hand had proved difficult (in blocks of flats
for instance). In all 124 copies were sent out by post,
the last on 15 July. Institutional subscriptions – to
universities and others – were sent out by Harry Ball.
The volunteer effort will have saved the society
considerable postage and packing costs, when
compared to a normal year.

Peter Marsden
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A HISTORY OF BUCKS IN XII OBJECTS
OBJECT VII

A COIN OF CNUT FROM THE LENBOROUGH HOARD

A Coin of Cnut

Probably the single most exciting archaeological discovery made in
Buckinghamshire this century was the extraordinary hoard of over
5,000 Late Saxon silver coins found in the deserted medieval village
of Lenborough in December 2014. The former settlement is now
only recognisable as undulations in fields a short distance south of
Buckingham. On the Saturday before Christmas, a large group of
metal detectorists from the Weekend Wanderers Detecting Club had
gathered there for an official rally.
The lucky man was Paul Coleman, who picked up a strong signal:
‘…the back of my hand caught a little strip of lead. When I looked
back into the hole I could see one single shiny disc…I could see
other grey shapes behind it…maybe 15 through the small aperture
in the lead. It was at that stage that I knew it was something
important’. The coins had carefully been wrapped in lead sheeting
before burial. By the evening, as the excited finders counted the
silver coins out onto large sheets of newspaper, the astonishing
scale of the discovery began to sink in. This was the largest hoard
of Saxon coins discovered in England in some 150 years.
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In the five and a half years since the initial discovery, a full
catalogue of the coins has been made, with many further
unexpected discoveries in the process. This work has revealed that
the coins fall into two distinct groups. The smaller group of 1,000
was minted in the latter part of the reign of Ethelred II (990-1005);

Numbers of coins of Aethelred in the
Lenborough hoard struck in English
mints
the larger group of over 4,000 coins
were minted in the latter part of
the reign of Cnut (around 1020-1035). Intriguingly, then, there is a
gap of 10-15 years between the two.

This discovery takes us into a forgotten corner of English history –
the reign of King Cnut ; King Canute, the megalomaniac who
commanded the tides not to rise. Apart from knowing that this isn’t
true (in the original story he was actually demonstrating the inability
of man to control his environment), what else to we know of him?
Son of a Danish king, Cnut built a North Sea empire, including
Denmark, Norway and much of mainland Britain. Had his
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successors lived longer or been more effective, we might still be
ruled as part of a greater Scandinavia. As Cnut’s reign lasted for
less than 20 years it has left relatively few traces – the Lenborough
hoard is one; another is a remarkable tombstone of the period
discovered at St Paul’s in the mid-nineteenth century. It shows a
mythical beast, perhaps a lion, ensnared in the coils of a
snake/dragon deeply evocative of the Viking roots of the regime.

Ringerike tombstone
discovered at St
Paul’s

Until Cnut conquered England, the Viking threat was kept at bay by
English kings with the payment of massive bribes: the ‘Danegeld’.
The last payment of the Danegeld was levied by Cnut in 1016. What
might this tell us about the hoard? Might the Ethelred coins have
been collected to ensure the security of the area from Viking raids?
If so, why wasn’t it handed over? And who then was in a position to
collect an even larger amount from across the kingdom? Surely
someone in high office - not necessarily, perhaps, as honest as they
might have been. Whoever it was, the secret of the location of the
Lenborough hoard went to the grave with them and remained there
for 980 years until Paul Coleman heard his first beep…..
The Ethelred coins of the Lenborough hoard are on display in Aylesbury
Museum. The ‘Ringerike’ tombstone can be seen in the medieval section of the
Museum of London. Many of the other objects in this series can be seen at the
County Museum, Aylesbury, which is also the base of the Buckinghamshire
Archaeological Society (www.bucksas.org.uk)

Charles Le Quesne
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.. well perhaps not today but about 7,000 years ago in
the late Mesolithic - you might have encountered an
aurochs (Bos primigenius) **.

Skeleton of Bos primigenius from Vig, Denmark
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Bones of this wild animal, the ancient ancestor of all
modern cattle, were amongst those recovered many
years ago in the Misbourne valley near Gerrards Cross
during an excavation that was being carried out by the
museum in advance of construction of the M25. The
animal had almost certainly been hunted but evidence
for this is slight in comparison with that recovered from
the excavation of a Danish animal at Vig in Denmark
(see image). Here the almost complete skeleton had an
arrowhead in its chest cavity.
As with all cattle, aurochsen depended on grazing and
preferred an open landscape but also found browse in
woodland. As the Misbourne valley was in part at least
wooded during the Mesolithic it might have met its end
not far from where it was killed. An aurochs would have
been a formidable beast to hunt, the bulls were up to
1.8m high at the shoulder and had large horns. They
became extinct in Britain in the Bronze Age but
amazingly survived in Polish woodland into the late
sixteenth century, so you are unlikely to encounter one
whilst shopping in Gerrards Cross!
**For more on this subject a book by O’Connor and
Sykes (2010) Extinctions and Invasions; A Social
History of British Fauna is recommended. Hopefully, a
rather belated report on the Misbourne excavation
noted above will be in Recs. Bucks 2021.
Mike Farley
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Shakespeare’s House at Grendon
Underwood

Shakespeare House Grendon Underwood,
2020

even though the front
garden plot was more
tumbledown and scruffy at
the earlier date, the
building itself today is
unaltered. The older
eastern end remains a
timber framed structure
with brick nog infill, and a
tiled roof, The eighteenth
century western end also
has a tiled roof, over a
wholly brick masonry and
has been rebuilt
accurately replicating the
original appearance.

Shakespeare House is
a grade 2 late 16th
century listed building a
short distance from the
parish church in the
village of Grendon
Underwood. The
building has little
changed in appearance
since 1847. Compare
the modern photograph
with the print of 1847:
and you will see that
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Originally perhaps a hunting lodge, it was used later as an inn and then as a
farmhouse. It is now operating as a hotel under the name Shakespeare House,
and as it had in earlier centuries, is once more, offering lodgings and food to
travellers, including those following the route between the Midlands and
London.
According to the seventeenth century antiquarian and diarist John Aubrey, one
of those travellers was William Shakespeare. The playwright would have made
many journeys between his home town of Stratford and the theatrical life in the
capital city, and must surely have followed the road down from Stratford and
Warwick through Banbury and Bicester - the modern A41 – to pick up the old
Roman road of Akeman Street going on to Waddesdon and Bicester. In Toll
Roads of Buckinghamshire 1706 – 1801, Peter Gulland has shown that in
Tudor times at least, travelers diverted north from this road where it crosses the
flat claylands that were often flooded and miry in winter. The preferred route in
this area was through Grendon Underwood, which lies a mile away from the
Roman road, and it was here that the inn offered shelter, accommodation and
meals for the night.
Aubrey suggests that Shakespeare often stayed at this Grendon hostelry, but
that one night in 1597, he slept in the church porch where he was apprehended
by the village constable, an official who took too seriously his duty to move on
or arrest the itinerant gypsies and travelling players that frequented the route.
Aubrey heard this story in 1642, near half a century after the playwright’s
supposed encounter with rural officialdom, so there might reasonably be some
doubt about whether after such a time gap, the incident would have been
remembered. Against this, however, is the statement by Lipscomb in The
History and Antiquities of the county of Buckingham, that the Rev Thomas
Howe had served as rector at Grendon from 1598 to 1650, a safe overlap
between the year of Shakespeare’s encounter with the law, and the occasion at
Oxford in 1642 when Aubrey heard of the incident from the rector’s relative,
Joseph Howe, of Grendon. There is good reason, then to accept the veracity of
the tale, and for latest name of the building, formerly the Ship Inn, and then
Georges Farm, as The Shakespeare House.
A legacy from that confrontation in the church porch may have been the
creation of the officious, dim,, bumbling, and prone to malapropisms constable
Dogberry in Much Ado About Nothing, And there is another possible
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Buckinghamshire influence on Shakespeare’s output: half a mile from the
Grendon village are the broadleaved oak woodlands of Grendon and
Doddershall, remnants of the ancient Forest of Bernwood. These are now sites
of special scientific interest, rich in wood anenome and primrose and other
woodland flowers, and small streams and wide rides that provide a variety of
habitats. Perhaps when he stayed at Grendon, Shakespeare was inspired to
pen these lines from A Midsummer Night’s Dream:
I know a bank where the wild thyme blows,
Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows,
Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine,
With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine:
There sleeps Titania sometime of the night,
Lulled in these flowers with dances and delight.

And perhaps it was in an enchanted hidden glade in Grendon Wood where
Shakespeare imagined Tatiana, Oberon, and Puck dancing with the fairies, as
illustrated by William Blake above.

Mike Ghirelli

A BOUNDARY BRIDGE

Ickford Bridge is one of the few bridges in Buckinghamshire that is scheduled
as an ancient monument. From its name one might think that it is over the ‘Ick’
but in fact it is over the Thame which at this point is the boundary between
Buckinghamshire on the north side and Oxfordshire on the south. Two stone
plaques on the bridge dated 1685 confirm this.
Mawer and Stenton (1925) in the Place names of Buckinghamshire volume,
suggest that a personal Old English name ‘Icca’ provided the prefix. If this is the
case, then it seems unlikely that ‘Icca’ would have ‘owned’ the ford, more likely
rather perhaps that he lived nearby. The ford later provided the name for the
adjoining village of Ickford itself.
Preceding construction of the stone bridge was a timber one. In 1237 the Close
Rolls record that Henry III provided one oak from Bernwood forest for the
Keeper of the Bridge for its repair. The Victoria County History notes that in the
thirteenth-century it was then (appropriately) called ‘Wodebrugge’ or
‘Widebrugge’. If a timber bridge survived here until the construction of the
present stone one in 1685, it would certainly have required constant repair. It is
probable that the ford continued in use in dry conditions, for example when
moving stock. Indications of the former ford survive on the Oxfordshire side.
Mike Farley

